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 John Dos Passos and
 the Visual Arts
 MICHAEL SPINDLER

 The remarkable originality of Dos Passos's Manhattan Transfer (1925) has
 been long recognized. From Sinclair Lewis's early appreciative essay onwards,
 the novel's significant advance over Dos Passos's three previous novels, its
 break with constricting convention, and its technical boldness have been
 repeatedly noted.1 Dos Passos's broad concern remains that of the traditional
 realist?the heavily itemized portraiture of urban social life-but in Manhattan
 Transfer that portraiture is energized and given fresh impact by new modes
 of description and new principles of narrative structure. These innovations
 have customarily been traced to the influence of modernist experimentation
 in the novel, and Dos Passos's debts to James Joyce, Gertrude Stein and

 Marcel Proust have been established.2 Yet an explanation of Dos Passos's
 conception of form which confines itself to literary modernism alone must be
 regarded as incomplete. Dos Passos's heightened visual sense and the marked
 painterly and cinematic qualities of his work indicate that it is to the
 twentieth-century pioneers in the visual arts, as well as to the pioneers in
 fiction, that we must look for formative influences.

 Dos Passos enjoyed a lifelong interest in the visual arts. After Harvard he
 went to Spain to study architecture, and at one time as a young man he was
 unsure whether to choose fine art or literature as his main avenue of creative

 Michael Spindler lectures in English at the University of Fez, Morocco. He presented
 an earlier version of this essay at the 1980 Annual Conference of the British Associa
 tion for American Studies.

 1 "Manhattan at Last!" Saturday Review of Literature, 2 (1925), 361; Joseph Warren
 Beach, in The Twentieth-Century Novel: Studies in Technique (New York: The
 Century Company, 1932), p. 437, called it "one of the most brilliant and original
 novels of the century."

 2 See Mason Wade, "Novelist of America: John Dos Passos," North American Review,
 244 (1937)? 349-67, and Iain Colley, Dos Passos and the Fiction of Despair (London:
 Macmillan, 1978), p. 60, who adds Carl Sandburg, Dreiser, Hemingway and John
 Reed to the list of literary influences.

 Amer. Stud. 15, 3, 391-406 Printed in Great Britain
 0021-8758/81/BAAS-3005 $01.50 ? 1981 Cambridge University Press
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 392 Michael Spindler

 expression. He was both a keen spectator of art - the New York Armory
 Show of 1913 made a deep impression upon him - and a practitioner.
 He painted, drew his own illustrations for Orient Express (1927) and his
 translation of Blaise Cendrars' Panama (1931), and was responsible for most
 of the stage design and set construction for the New Playwrights Theatre.3
 He was also interested in the rapidly developing art of film and spoke to some
 important directors. This willing exposure to, and involvement in, the other
 arts inevitably alerted him to what they had to offer the writer and laid his
 writing open to their influence.

 The years 1909 to 1925 constituted an especially lively period of artistic
 innovation: Cubism, Futurism, Expressionism and the New York avant
 garde in painting; Frank Lloyd Wright and the changing Manhattan city
 scape in architecture; D. W. Griffith and the early Serge Eisenstein in film.

 To Dos Passos, struggling to articulate his painfully contemporary sense of
 social experience, the increased range and intensity of the means of expression
 were exciting gains which made available new, liberating methods of nota
 tion. He was selective in his response to the visual arts, choosing where it

 most suited his own purpose. They did not set his subject or themes ? his
 imaginative engagement with, and passionate animus against, metropolitan
 business civilization set those ? but they helped to provide visual definition of
 his own problems of narrative. Painting and architecture confirmed the city
 in all its forms and energies to be an artistic subject of significance and rich

 potential; and film demonstrated the artistic validity of an historical inter
 pretation of collective life. In the simulation of painterly techniques he
 evolved new descriptive patterns and motifs to convey force and tension, and
 in the adoption of the film concept of montage he secured a new organizing
 principle for his novels. So what initially strikes the reader as Dos Passos's
 literary invention should, in the light of the parallels and influences discussed
 below, increasingly reveal itself as intelligent adaptation from the visual arts.

 I

 The sources of painterly influence were both European and American.
 In a detailed article George Knox has drawn together, with perhaps a rash
 catholicity of inclusion, the European artists he regards as having had some

 s The Fourteenth Chronicle: Letters and Diaries of John Dos Passos, edited and with
 a biographical narrative by Townsend Ludington (London: Andr? Deutsch, 1974),
 pp. 10, 342; John Dos Passos, The Best Times (London: Andr? Deutsch, 1967),
 p. 130.
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 effect upon Dos Passos's modes of writing.4 He points out how the early
 fiction, One Man's Jnitiation ? 191J (1920) and Three Soldiers (1921),
 already displays a keen visual awareness and how the painterly quality of
 these novels is nineteenth-century in spirit, betraying the influence of
 Impressionism and its immediate successors. Dos Passos's sensitive young
 heroes do indeed look out with an artistic eye on to the world about them,
 and repeatedly in both works we meet the introductory formula "He sat and
 looked ..." as we move into a set-piece description composed of verbal brush
 strokes :

 Andrews, and six other men from his division, sat at a table outside the caf?
 opposite the Gare de l'Est. He leaned back in his chair with a cup of coffee lifted,
 looking across it at the stone houses with many balconies. ... A little rusty sun
 shine shone on the table of the caf? and on the thin varnish of wet mud that

 covered the asphalt pavement. Looking down the Avenue, away from the station,
 the houses, dark grey tending to greenish in the shadow and to violet in the sun,
 faded into a soft haze of distance. Dull gilt lettering glittered along black balconies.
 In the foreground were men and women walking briskly, their cheeks whipped
 a little into colour by the rawness of the morning. The sky was a faintly roseate
 grey.5

 It is perhaps appropriate of Dos Passos to adopt an aesthetic grounded in the
 European traditions of landscape art and Impressionism for these European
 based novels. Yet one of the marked qualities of his descriptive set-pieces is
 their stasis. Like the paintings of Pissarro or Manet from which they derive,
 a stillness, a slow precipitation of mood, emanates from them and suspends
 for a while the onward impulse of the sequential narrative.

 By Manhattan Transfer, however, Dos Passos's descriptive techniques have
 evolved in a new direction. They are still painterly in character but they no
 longer tend to interrupt the flow of the novel; rather, they intensify it
 through the elaboration of images of force, movement and tension. The con
 trast is evident in this opening to the third Section which conjures an
 atmosphere of agitated desperation as "stars jiggle," "stripes writhe," "claws
 grasp," and flags become "hungry tongues licking":
 There are flags on all the flagpoles up Fifth Avenue. In the shrill wind of history
 the great flags flap and tug at their lashings on the creaking goldknobbed poles
 up Fifth Avenue. The stars jiggle sedately against the slate sky, the red and white
 stripes writhe against the clouds.

 In the gale of the brassbands and trampling horses and rumbling clatter of
 cannon, shadows like the shadows of claws grasp at the taut flags, the flags are
 hungry tongues licking twisting curling.
 4 George Knox, "Dos Passos and Painting," Texas Studies in Literature and Lan
 guage, 6 (1964), 22-38.

 5 John Dos Passos, Three Soldiers (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1921), p. 275.
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 And in this striking pictorial epigraph to the "Steamroller" chapter the
 visual clutter of the city is reduced to colour masses, and the oppressive
 weight of the dark brings forth the artificial lights of building and street
 as its own sudden, painful products :

 Dusk gendy smooths crispangled streets. Dark presses tight the steaming asphalt
 city, crushes the fretwork of windows and lettered signs and chimneys and water
 tanks and ventilators and fire-escapes and moldings and patterns and corrugations
 and eyes and hands and neckties into blue chunks, into black enormous blocks.
 Under the rolling heavier heavier pressure windows blurt light. Night crushes
 bright milk out of arclights, squeezes the sullen blocks until they drip red, yellow,
 green into streets resounding with feet. All the asphalt oozes light. Light spurts
 from lettering on roofs, mills dizzily among wheels, stains rolling tons of sky.6

 Plainly, Dos Passos's artistic models and his descriptive aesthetic have
 radically changed. The soothing styles of Manet and Renoir have been
 abandoned in favour of the dramatic uses of colour and light developed by
 the Expressionists and Futurists. One recalls Kirchner 's use of space to create
 tension and heighten expression and Boccioni's powerful collision of forms
 and colours in his "The Forces of a Street" (1911). The twentieth-century
 movements in art offered forceful methods of rendering reality and Dos
 Passos adopted verbal analogues of those methods. His language, of course,
 remains closely referential, as in many Expressionist and Futurist canvases,
 and his descriptions, often employing ingenious visual metaphors, display a
 freedom from the merely naturalistic, an imaginative energy, and a density of

 composition that are reminiscent of those canvases. These qualities, emblem
 atic of Dos Passos's strenuous (at times strained) efforts to bring startling new

 methods of notation into the realist novel, inform not only the large set-pieces
 but also many minor, passing references. A roadhouse is presented in a
 delicious synaesthetic image:

 Dripping with a tango the roadhouse melted pink like a block of ice-cream, (p. 230)

 And a shower of rain is rendered in terms both physically accurate and
 suggestive of those twin obsessions of the Manhattan lifestyle, money and sex :

 A slate sky sagging between the tall buildings was spatting the pavement with
 fifty cent pieces.. .. The rain advanced down the street in a solid sheet glimmering,
 swishing, beating newspapers flat, prancing in silver nipples along the asphalt,
 striping windows, putting shine on the paint of streetcars and taxicabs. (p. 207)

 The drawings and paintings of George Grosz were among the major
 influences on Dos Passos.7 For in his earlier work (before he went to America

 6 John Dos Passos, Manhattan Transfer (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1925), pp. 271,
 112. All subsequent page references are to this edition.

 7 Knox, p. 33.
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 in 1932) Grosz displayed social concerns that overlapped with the novelists.
 He, too, was fascinated by city life and yet clear-eyed in his perception of its
 contradictions : overfed rich and starving poor, prudish family morality and
 prostitution. He was a sharp social satirist and in order to articulate his disgust
 with the meannesses and hypocrisies of bourgeois life he evolved not only the
 cartoon style for which he is probably better known but also a kind of
 abstractionist sectioning. In plates such as "Friedrichstrasse" and "Cross
 section" in his 1923 collection Ecce Homo the composition is crowded and
 lurching and broken into sharp-pointed planes like the shards of a mirror.

 There are tilting buildings and huge signs, and human figures appear dis
 junctly in a highly distorted perspective. The arrangement of the whole gives
 a strong impression of the flux and density of the city as well as a disturbing
 sense of its tension and fragmentation. Such a method well-accorded with
 Dos Passos's own apprehension of metropolitan life and he simulated Grosz's
 techniques in Manhattan Transfer, at one point dropping an explicit reference
 to "intersecting planes": "Everything was a confusion of bright intersecting
 planes of color, faces, legs, shop windows, trolleycars, automobiles" (p. 333).
 In Grosz's vision of an incoherent world dominated by cynicism and greed he
 discovered a starkly honest mode of expression and adapted it to articulate
 his own revulsion against a mechanized and degraded social environment.
 He wrote appreciative introductions to two collections of Grosz's works,
 Interregnum (1936) and George Grosz (1948). At the beginning of the latter
 he remarked, "George Grosz depicts the hell come to earth that is the world
 we live in," adding, "he probes ugliness with the skilful touch of the surgeon,"
 observations that could equally accurately be applied to his own work.8

 Occasionally in Manhattan Transfer, several painterly influences can be
 observed working in concert in one description as Dos Passos compacts a
 number of visual metaphors or comparisons to form a highly charged scene.

 When Jimmy Herf dances with Ellen Thatcher at the roadhouse, for example,
 we detect not only the touch of Grosz's satirical pen, "fat men and thin
 women, thin women and fat men," but also the Futurists' and L?ger's pre
 occupation with mechanical images, "an intricate machine of sawtooth steel,"
 and in addition perhaps an Expressionist image for sexual desire, a "runaway
 horse":

 Her voice cut the quick coldly like a tiny flexible sharp metalsaw. Elbows joggling,
 faces set, gollywog eyes, fat men and thin women, thin women and fat men
 rotated densely about them. He was crumbling plaster with something that raided
 achingly in his chest, she was an intricate machine of sawtooth steel whitebright
 bluebright copperbright in his arms. When they stopped her breast and the side of

 8 Imre Hofbauer, (ed.), George Grosz (London: Nicholson, 1948).
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 her body and her thigh came against him. He was suddenly full of blood steaming
 with sweat like a runaway horse. A breeze through an open door hustled the
 tobacco smoke and the clotted pink air of the restaurant, (p. 228)

 Here too, Dos Passos uses the art-derived imagery not only to heighten the
 scene but also to consolidate character. It is thoroughly consonant with Herf's
 vulnerability that he should be "crumbling plaster" and with his warmer,
 more instinctual nature that he should be like "a runaway horse." Ellen, with

 her hard-edged egotism, is not seen in organic terms at all but repeatedly in
 terms of the machine, just as Fernand L?ger saw many of his subjects.

 II

 Blanche Gelfant has paid eloquent tribute to Manhattan Transfers synoptic
 form, to its "sheer virtuosity in the handling of urban imagery and symbol
 ism," and to its "skill in creating the city as an entity in itself."9 As Dos
 Passos's choice of artistic models and a modernist aesthetic suggests, the
 novel presents a treatment of the city as a subject which is changed from what
 had appeared before. It has become more than mere setting and more than
 the awesome arena of vast Social Darwinian forces. Reflecting an awareness
 of the city as psychological environment it has become an enveloping medium
 through which the characters move and which saturates every moment of
 their private being. Manhattan is presented not so much as concrete reality

 mimetically rendered but rather as a symbolic and experiential reality
 rendered concrete. By means of the expressive, projective imagery developed
 by modern art, the city's latent content, its hidden meanings and tensions, is
 given form and made visible. Articulated through a battery of selected
 techniques, then, is a new vision of the city, and hand in hand with that goes

 a new, liberating appreciation, as his bold techniques indicate, of the artistic
 possibilities contained within the modern metropolis. This perspective was
 derived not only from European artists but also from the influence of native

 American painters. For it is in early twentieth-century American painting
 that we first encounter the application of experimental modernist techniques
 to the subject of the American metropolis. In the canvases and programmatic
 statements of important members of the New York avant-garde we find a
 keen realization of the city's uniqueness, of the dynamic forces contained
 within it, of its complexity of forms, and of the spectacle ? both inspiring and
 oppressive - which it presented.

 9 Blanche Gelfant, The American City Novel (Norman, Oklahoma: University of
 Oklahoma Press, 1954), p. 133.
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 Thirteen years before Manhattan Transfer, John Marin, a painter associated
 with Alfred Stieglitz's Gallery 291, exhibited a series of New York water
 colours there and stated as his artistic credo :

 Shall we consider the life of a great city as confined simply to the people and
 animals on its streets and in its buildings? Are the buildings themselves dead? . . .
 You cannot create a work of art unless the things you behold respond to something
 within you. Therefore if these buildings move me they too must have life. Thus the
 whole city is alive; buildings, people, all are alive; and the more they move me the
 more I feel them to be alive. ... I see great forces at work; great movements;
 the large buildings and the small buildings; the warring of the great and the small;
 influences of one mass on another greater or smaller mass. .. . And so I try to
 express graphically what a great city is doing.10

 In this exhibition statement Marin gave voice to that sense of the city itself
 as a living, autonomous system full of dynamic tensions which Dos Passos
 embodies in his modernist construction and rapid-fire notation in Manhattan
 Transfer. The overpowering effect of Manhattan dominates Marin's whole
 series of etchings and watercolours devoted to Brooklyn Bridge and the

 Woolworth Building, those two recent monuments to the new technology of
 construction. His "Woolworth Building No. 31," for instance, shows
 agitated shapes and dramatic brushwork, and the whole building is energized
 with a barely controlled force. One is reminded of the movement and
 agitation which Dos Passos' language evokes but which are yet contained by
 the formal coherence of his prose. The new buildings, as embodiments of
 forces held in tension, might inspire the artist but they also introduced a
 non-human scale into the urban environment, and implicit in Marin's
 attitude towards them was a fear of their giantism. Of skyscrapers he wrote,
 "At times one is afraid to look at them but feels like running away."11
 This same fear of the oppressive massiveness of Manhattan's architecture
 recurs in Manhattan Transfer in Jimmy Herf's recurrent nightmare of the
 skyscraper: "All these April nights combing the streets alone a skyscraper has

 obsessed him, a grooved building jutting up with uncountable bright windows
 falling onto him out of a scudding sky" (p. 365).

 It was natural given New York's rapid development and the titanic
 character of its architecture that Marin and other artists such as Joseph Stella

 should find their greatest inspiration in the Manhattan scene ? in its skyline,
 its buildings of steel and concrete, its elevated railways and bridges. Italian

 10 Reprinted in Camera Wor\, 42-43 (April-July 1913), p. 18, and quoted by Bram
 Dijkstra in Cubism, Stieglitz and the Early Poetry of William Carlos Williams
 (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1969), pp. 157-58.

 11 Quoted in Milton W. Brown, American Painting from the Armory Show to the
 Depression (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1955), p. 133.
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 Futurism had begun as an affirmative response to the industrial city, as an
 attempt to capture its processes, its technological forms, and its spectacular
 effects. In The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism iyoc) Marinetti pro
 claimed :

 We will sing of great crowds excited by work, by pleasure, and by riot; we will
 sing of the multicoloured, polyphonic tides of revolution in the modern capitals;

 we will sing of the vibrant nightly fervour of arsenals and shipyards blazing with
 violent electric moons; greedy railway stations that devour smoke-plumed serpents;
 factories hung on clouds by the crooked lines of their smoke; bridges that stride
 the rivers like giant gymnasts, flashing in the sun with a glitter of knives .. .12

 Dos Passos in an interview identified the Futurists as a literary influence, and

 one can certainly sense a correspondence between passages of Manhattan
 Transfer and the imagery (though luckily not the bombast) of the Mani
 festos.13 But their work and writings also had a considerable impact upon
 some American painters who could in turn have exerted a visual influence
 upon him. Max Weber painted such compositions as "New York at Night"
 (1915), "Rush Hour" (1915), and "Metropolitan Museum Lecture" (1917)
 which were Futurist in their subject matter and reiterative rhythms. Joseph
 Stella's paintings also mediated Futurist ideas into a metropolitan American
 context.14 His most important compositions in this respect are the five panels
 entitled "The Skyscrapers," "White Way I," "White Way II" (alternatively
 called "Hymn to Electric Lights"), "The Port," and "The Bridge" which

 make up his series "New York Interpreted" (1922). In them he employed a
 criss-crossing organization of planes and lines to express the controlled but
 titanic forces inherent within the static shapes of industrial forms. Of the
 panels' genesis he wrote, "Continually I was wandering through the immense
 metropolis especially at night in search of the most salient spectacles, to derive
 from [them] the essentials representative of her physiognomy. ... All of a
 sudden flashed in front of me the skyscrapers, the port, the bridge, with the
 tubes and subways." Dos Passos, revealing either direct influence or a re

 markable parallelism of response, delineates the same representative essentials

 in his epigraph to his "Revolving Doors" chapter:

 Glowworm trains shuttle in the gloaming through the foggy looms of spiderweb
 bridges, elevators soar and drop in their shafts, harbor lights wink.

 Like sap at the first frost at five o'clock men and women begin to drain gradually

 12 Quoted in Umbro Apollonio (ed.), Futurist Manifestos (London: Thames and
 Hudson, 1973), p. 22.

 13 Paris Review, 46 (1969), reprinted in George Plimpton (ed.), Writers at Wor\,
 Fourth Series (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1976), pp. 67-89.

 14 Brown, pp. 139, 121.
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 out of the tall buildings downtown, grayfaced throngs flood subways and tubes,
 vanish underground.

 All night the great buildings stand quiet and empty, their million windows
 dark. Drooling light the ferries chew tracks across the lacquered harbor, (p. 305)

 The ambivalent response towards the city we met in Marin is there too in
 Stella. His "New York Interpreted" expresses not only his admiration for
 the metropolis but also the anxiety it stirred in him. In a prose poem he called

 it "monstrous dream, chimeric reality, clamorous with lights, strident with
 sounds. . . . Imperial metropolis, childish Babel, immense kaleidoscope."15
 These images encapsulate much of the effect of Manhattan Transfer ? the
 repeated references to the lights, the sounds, the dream-like quality of many
 images ? and there is, in some respects, a close identity of perception and tech
 niques between Stella and Dos Passos. In him too there is a deeply ambivalent
 response. Like the Futurists, he found the city to be an imaginatively com
 pelling subject and his presentation represents an affirmation of its energies
 and spectacle, but unlike them he counted the cost to the individual of living
 in so mechanized and monstrous an environment.

 The colossal scale on which that environment was being fashioned was due
 to advances in the most social of the visual arts ? architecture. New materials

 and techniques in construction, particularly the use of steel frames and
 concrete and glass cladding, together with the demand for office space,
 brought into being buildings of a height and grandeur to rival the great
 edifices of the ancient world. Dos Passos originally thought of studying
 architecture, referring to himself late in life as "a frustrated architect," and
 his interest in the subject informed his sensitivity to the rapidly changing
 cityscape of New York and to the directions which this branch of applied
 aesthetics was taking.16 In The Big Money (1936) Dos Passos presents an
 admiring portrait of Frank Lloyd Wright, praising him for his development
 of an American style of architecture and for his emphasis on uses and needs.
 At the beginning of the "Metropolis" chapter in Manhattan Transfer he
 presents a vision of New York as an architectural wonder, as a city to rival
 the great cities of old but made from new materials and according to revolu
 tionary designs: "Steel, glass, tile, concrete will be the materials of the sky
 scrapers. Crammed on the narrow island the millionwindowed buildings will
 jut glittering, pyramid on pyramid like the white cloudhead above a
 thunderstorm" (p. 12). We recall how often in the novel we are made to feel
 the presence of "the tall buildings," which squeeze out the sky and dwarf the

 15 Quoted in LB. Jaffe, Joseph Stella (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1970),
 pp. 6y, 68.

 16 Plimpton, p. 73.
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 individuals who walk beneath them. In Dos Passos's critical view the

 potential of American architecture, like so much in American life, had been
 corrupted by the overpowering demands of commerce and big business.
 Lewis Mumford, responding in much the same way at the same time, pointed
 out how the skyscrapers expressed American civilization and reflected the
 dominance of business enterprise over social and artistic needs. They repre
 sent, he wrote, a mechanical "architecture fit only for lathes and dynamos to
 dwell in," and they created a dehumanized environment which suppressed
 creative fulfilment and crushed the individual.17 These themes - the all

 pervasive rule of business, the mechanized environment, and the impossibility
 of individual fulfilment - are familiar Dos Passos concerns, of course.
 For him, as a novelist, as for a social thinker like Mumford and painters like
 Marin and Stella, the architecture of Manhattan was a fit symbol for
 American society, expressing its essential character, its energies and oppres
 sions, on a monumental scale.

 Ill

 In addition to being highly visual, Manhattan Transfer is also an especially
 kinetic novel. Its dynamic pace of presentation and its restless, almost stress
 ful, shifting of attention are reinforced at the level of descriptive style by

 Dos Passos's simulation of modernist painterly techniques but they have their
 main origins in his chosen fictive structure. This structure ? three sections
 divided respectively into five, eight and five titled sub-sections, each of these
 an aggregate of short narrative sequences with a prose-poem epigraph -
 enables him to develop parallel narratives of separate characters and their

 milieux, to cut rapidly back and forth between them so exploiting the effects
 of juxtaposition, and to construct a multifaceted, "synoptic" view of Man
 hattan and its social life. This organizational principle by which thematic
 unity is achieved from discontinuous fragments he derived from the most
 kinetic of the visual arts ? the kinema or motion pictures.

 D. H. Lawrence was probably among the first to draw the comparison
 with film. In his perceptive review of Manhattan Transfer he likened it to
 "a movie picture with an intricacy of different stories and no close-ups" and
 called it a "very complex film."18 There were some interesting contemporary

 17 Lewis Mumford, Sticks and Stones: A Study of American Architecture and
 Civilization (New York: Dover, 1955), p. 188. First published in 1924.

 18 Collected in Edward D. McDonald (ed.), Phoenix: The Posthumous Papers of
 D. H. Lawrence (London: Heinemann, 1936), p. 364. Wade and Colley have also
 remarked upon the cinematic qualities of the novel and its successors in U.S.A.
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 parallels to Manhattan Transfer in the cinema. Films like Fritz Lang's
 Metropolis (1926) and King Vidor's The Crowd (1928) reflected a cultural
 context in which the issues of urban alienation, industrialism and mass society
 loomed large. For direct influences on Dos Passos's conception of the novel
 form, however, we must turn to the two great innovative directors, David

 Wark Griffith and Serge Eisenstein.
 Griffith's two most impressive works, Birth of a Nation (1915) and

 Jntolerance (1916), display startling composition, and ingenious organ
 izational devices. Historical in content, Birth of a Nation was structurally
 very advanced, possessing a dynamic quality brought about by staccato cutting
 and a constant shifting of scenes. Jntolerance has a much more complex form

 with four self-contained narratives all progressing simultaneously and linked
 together by the recurring image of a mother rocking a cradle. Despite their
 widely different historical settings, the narratives possess a strong thematic
 unity, the whole being in Griffith's words "a protest against despotism and
 injustice in every form." The film cuts freely from episode to episode and the
 narratives press forward to a common climax which drives Griffith's point
 home with great force.19

 Dos Passos found the advances in cinema techniques liberating and in
 structive for his own writing. In Manhattan Transfer he emulated Birth of a

 Nation's dynamic quality by his own repeated shifting of scenes and rapid
 episodic narration, thus building up an impression of the flux of city life
 through the accumulation of many different shots. Griffith in these films had
 broken away from the early movie convention of the single story-line and
 had employed several cross-cutting story-lines. Beginning with Three Soldiers,
 Dos Passos too abandoned the single story-line in favour of a number of
 parallel narratives. He developed the idea further in Manhattan Transfer and
 extended it in U.S.A., which contains twelve separate narratives linked by
 intercutting. Dos Passos also emulated the effect of the structural composition
 of Intolerance. Griffith said of his planned organization of the film: "The
 stories will begin like four currents looked at from a hilltop. At first the four
 currents will flow apart slowly and quietly. But as they flow they grow nearer
 and nearer together, and faster and faster, until in the end of the last act they

 mingle in one mighty river of expressed emotion."20 One thinks here of
 The Big Money and the gradual confluence and reinforcement of the different
 elements ? Newsreel, Camera Eye, and narrative ? to produce the well
 orchestrated climax at the execution of Sacco and Vanzetti. This culminates

 19 Lewis Jacobs, The Rise of American Film (New York: Harcourt, 1939), pp. no,
 136, 187.

 20 Ibid., p. 189.
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 in "Camera Eye (50)" where Dos Passos gives vent to a powerful burst of
 indignation against political repression. And just as the four strands of
 Intolerance were in the service of one over-riding theme, so the narratives of

 Manhattan Transfer all point to the hollowness of the success ethic, and those
 of U.S.A. illustrate the degeneration of American social and political life in
 an era dominated by Big Business.

 The three novels of U.S.A. display the legacy of modernist painterly tech
 niques in the collage construction of the Newsreels and in the additive super
 imposition of information in the manner of planes and layers in the
 biographical portraits.21 But the narrative style (even the impressionistic prose
 of the Camera Eye sequences) largely lacks that intensity of visual effect
 characteristic of Manhattan Transfer. The writing is flatter, more prosaic
 (with the connotation that carries of dullness), and represents a reversion to a

 more naturalistic mode of presentation. Dos Passos's shift of emphasis from
 the techniques of modernist description to those of social realism parallels,
 and was possibly influenced by, contemporary tendencies in American art.

 Modernism had dominated American painting for almost two decades with
 realism continuing as an undercurrent but, as the twenties advanced, the
 realist current gathered force until after 1929 it came into prominence once
 more, particularly with the mural series of American life painted by Thomas
 Hart Benton in the New School for Social Research in 1930 and the Whitney
 Museum of American Art in 1932.22 These were far from being isolated
 instances of a movement towards a more social art, but they were large and
 spectacular and they demonstrate a cultural climate in which ordinary

 American life was considered fit material for epic treatment. Painting, then,
 in the late twenties and early thirties, encouraged Dos Passos to move away
 from his earlier adopted techniques and to select a more realist, epic approach
 to his portraiture of social life. That portraiture was indebted also to the film
 techniques of that other great innovative director in the cinema, Serge
 Eisenstein.

 Asked in 1968 about Manhattan Transfer, Dos Passos replied, "At the
 time I did [it] I'm not sure whether I had seen Eisenstein 's films. The idea
 of montage had an influence on the development of this sort of writing.
 I may have seen Potem\in. Then of course, I must have seen Birth of a

 Nation, which was the first attempt at montage."23 In fact, Dos Passos could
 not have seen Eisenstein's films before he finished writing Manhattan
 Transfer. Stride (1925), Eisenstein's first film, had little distribution in
 Russia and none in America, although it was shown in Paris where it won a

 21 Knox, p. 34.  22 Brown, American Painting, p. 198.
 23 Plimpton, p. 80.
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 prize. Potem\in, his second film, was not released until the beginning of
 1926, and his and other Soviet directors' work did not begin to appear on
 the American scene until later that year. Dos Passos may have read about
 Eisenstein's film theory but the director's articles on his methods did not
 appear in American journals until 1927 onwards.24 The idea of montage was
 probably "in the air" in 1924.

 Eisenstein's achievement (heavily influenced by Birth of a Nation and
 Intolerance) was to abolish the individualistic in favour of the collective hero,

 dispense with story and plot, and put montage ? the striking juxtaposition of
 shots - at the centre of his film theory and practice.25 By the time of writing

 U.S.A. Dos Passos "was really taken with the idea of montage." He had met
 Eisenstein in Moscow in 1928, had seen Potem\in and probably Ten Days
 That Shoo\ The World, and by 1930 could have read Eisenstein's articles in
 the New Yor\ Times, Dial, and The New Republic.2* The Russian films,
 available in America from 1926 on, were historical and sociological in con
 tent, interpreting their country and its past. They demonstrated the artistic
 possibilities that lay within such sweeping themes as social and political
 change and they offered encouragement for Dos Passos's own historical and
 sociological project, U.S.A. More specifically, Eisenstein's concept of montage
 and his emphasis on the centrality of conflict to art enabled Dos Passos to

 move even further from the formal coherence of the traditional realist novel

 than he had done in Manhattan Transfer and to develop a structure in which
 the formal conflict of its elements embodied his sense of social divisiveness

 and polarization.
 The 42nd Parallel (1930) employs the method of discontinuous narratives

 met with in the earlier novel, but in addition it introduces three original
 devices. The Camera Eye, Dos Passos explained, "aims to indicate the
 position of the observer," the Newsreel "to give an inkling of the common
 mind of the epoch," and portraits of a number of real people "are interlarded
 in the pauses in the narrative because their lives seem to embody so well the
 quality of the soil in which Americans of these generations grew." Dos Passos
 included the devices in an effort "to take in as much as possible of the broad
 24 See Serge Eisenstein, The Film Sense, translated and edited by Jay Ley da (London:

 Faber and Faber, 1968), Appendix I, "The Work of Eisenstein,*' and the Biblio
 graphy; Jacobs, p. 312. Michael Gold paid a visit to Russia in 1924 and with his
 passionate interest in revolutionary art could well have brought news of Eisenstein's
 experiments back to radical circles in New York. See Daniel Aaron, Writers on the
 Left (Oxford and New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1977 edition), p. 144.

 25 See Serge Eisenstein, Film Form, translated and edited by Jay Leyda (London:
 Denis Dobson, 1951).

 26 Plimpton, p. 81; Dos Passos, The Best Times, p. 180; Eisenstein, Film Sense,
 Bibliography.
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 field of the lives of these times."27 Following Eisenstein's emphasis on the
 collective aspects of art, Dos Passos not only multiplied his narratives and
 characters but placed them within a structure which drains them of indi
 vidualistic and sentimental significance and endows them instead, by means
 of juxtaposition, with a socially representative status. The portraits and
 Newsreels act as documentary "shots" firmly grounding the fictional narra
 tives in the context of the real historical and social developments taking place

 in America and Europe. So J, Ward Moorehouse, public relations counsel,
 becomes representative during the course of the trilogy of that whole manipu
 lation of public opinion which began during World War I with George
 Creel's Committee on Public Information and was exploited during the
 twenties by the big corporations and their public relations men such as Ivy
 Lee, the main model for Moorehouse.28 In The Big Money the biography of
 Rudolph Valentino is interpolated into the novel at the moment when Margo
 Dowling leaves for Cuba with her gigolo husband, the portrait and the
 narrative both illustrating the rise of Hollywood as a film centre and
 originator of mass entertainment. The Newsreels and biographies also act as
 theme "shots," introducing a major development such as the onset of war in
 the capitalized headlines found in "Newsreel 15" onwards, or alerting the
 reader to the significance of developments in the fictional narratives. Thus,
 the portrait of Thorstein Veblen, whose intellectual shadow falls across so

 much of The Big Money, is inserted into the narrative of Charley Anderson
 at the point where he begins to illustrate Veblen's dichotomy between pro
 duction and business.

 Through the influence of Griffith's films and Eisenstein's montage principle
 Dos Passos endowed the three novels of U.S.A. with a daring fragmentari
 ness of construction. Yet out of that fragmentariness arises a powerful, coherent

 theme, a result also of the montage principle at work. For the importance of
 montage lies in its ability to bring unity to phenomena, people and events
 previously considered separate. Eisenstein explained its essential meaning thus :

 Each montage piece exists no longer as something unrelated, but as a given
 particular representation of the general theme that in equal measure penetrates all
 the shot-pieces. The juxtaposition of these partial details in a given montage con
 struction calls to life and forces into the light that general quality in which each
 detail has participated and which binds together all the details into a whole,
 namely into that generalized image, wherein the creator, followed by the spectator,
 experiences the theme.29

 27 Introduction to the Modern Library edition of U.S.A. (New York: Random House,
 1937)

 28 T. C. Cochran, A Basic History of American Business (Princeton: Van Nostrand,
 1968), p. 83; Plimpton, p. 77.  29 Eisenstein, p. 19.
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 This synthesizing process unifies the diverse elements in the U.S.A. trilogy
 into a complex, pessimistic image of American social life over three decades.
 Each of the separate elements retains its identity, but they form linkages with
 each other and, by means of juxtaposition, throw each other's features into
 relief and highlight the tensions in the society. Through the "particular
 representations" contained in the Newsreels, Camera Eye sections, portraits
 and narratives we experience the twin co-axial themes of U.S.A. ? the anti
 democratic rise of monopoly capital and the sterility of middle-class life.
 Dos Passos shows his central middle-class characters tellingly ignoring the
 struggle for social justice and democratic freedoms, and the juxtaposition of
 Eddy Spellman's and Eveline Hutchins's contrasting deaths, together with
 Morehouse's debasement of traditional American values for advertising
 purposes, forces us to bring these twin themes into close inter-relation as
 aspects of the same malaise affecting the lost republic.

 Through his choice of form in ManJiattan Transfer and U.S.A. Dos Passos
 asserted that fiction as it had been written by William Dean Howells or
 Theodore Dreiser was no longer adequate to the task of portraying a dynamic
 modern society and rendering a definite historical interpretation. Innova
 tions in literary modernism played their part in his new concept of the novel,
 but so too did the visual arts. With the aid of the perspectives afforded by

 modern painting and the new structures afforded by film, he devised descrip
 tive techniques and narrative strategies which were better able to evoke the
 texture of social experience and to show the collective and ideological forces
 at work in America. His best work is an especially rich synthesis of diverse
 concerns and methods, representing a fruitful confluence of documentary
 realism with modernist aesthetics. Manhattan Transfer and U.S.A. offer a

 rare and powerful combination of serious social commentary with lively art.
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